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in: Non-Game Fire Emblem content Edit Share Front cover of the English version Of Fire Emblem Awakening (L2210'Q,資 集 Knights of Iris, Fire Emblem Awakening Model Sheets Knights of Iris) is an official artbook detailing Fire Emblem Awakening. Basic Information[editing | editing source] Editor: ASCII MEDIA WORKS (2012), Dark Horse (2016)
Release: December 7, 2012 (Japan), October 18, 2016 (USA) Price: 3,990 yen (taxes included) Type size: Size A4 320 pages ISBN 978-4048866941 (Japanese version) ISBN 9781616559380 (English version) Content[editing | source editing] The book includes over 300 pages of official artwork in the game, concept of art, and in-game dialogue. 71 pages
of official artwork for all played characters (except Robin) and official artwork for all DLC characters from Marth to Ike. East's DLC models, Catria, Palla and Katarine are not included because they debuted after the book was finished. 58 pages of character, character class, and art concept weapons 36 pages of CGs in chapter game, Confession of CGs, and
in-game movie storyboards. 24 pages of official fans ranking survey result, voices of characters, and game credits. 31 pages of sprites in the game, awakening site illustration, and DLC/Einherjar cards. 100 pages of support conversations. Trivia[edit | edit source] The book incorrectly confuses Valm for Ylisse, saying that it consists of Ylisse (country), Ferox
and Plegia and that it was once known as Archanea and that it is the same as Valentia, which is impossible because Gaiden takes place just one year after Shadow Dragon and a year before Mystery of The Emblem. For the list of works in which the characters DLC appeared, the English version updated it to include Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and
Wii U, Code Name: S.T.E.A.M. and Fire Emblem Fates. Gallery[edit | edit source] Front cover of the Japanese version. Add this person to your community and keep up to date with their activity on the site. Page 2 Start your review of the Art of Fire Emblem: Awakening This artbook is perfect for both obsessive Fire Emblem fans and casual but dedicated
fans. I'm falling somewhere in the middle for Awakening. Not only does the book have incredible artwork, storyboards, concept sketches and more, but it also has some fun behind the scenes info about making the game. I also liked a section of results from a survey of Japanese fans that the characters are their favorites and why. Also, even though the print
is small, book catalogs each conv unique support This artbook is perfect for both obsessive Fire Emblem fans and casual but dedicated fans. I'm falling somewhere in the middle for Awakening. Not only does the book have incredible artwork, storyboards, concept sketches and more, but it also has some fun behind the scenes info on the making of the game.
I also have a section of results from a survey of Japanese fans on which characters are their favorites and why. Also, even if printing is small, the book catalogs every support conversation in the game. It's nice to get a glimpse into the personalities of characters who fell into the battlefield during my playthrough. RIP Gaius ... the more I actually have the paper
version. I pre-ordered this during my obsession with waking the fire emblem and completely forgot about it until it came about a year later (it was delayed). The art is superb and while I'm not as obsessed as I was before, I still love the book. I'm sorry I don't know what to do with it now, I don't buy art books for video games. However, my only complaint would
be the supporting dialogues are written in CRAZY TINY font.. would be, size 3.5 font. Actually, I have the paper version. I pre-ordered this during my obsession with waking the fire emblem and completely forgot about it until it came about a year later (it was delayed). The art is superb and while I'm not as obsessed as I was before, I still love the book. I'm
sorry I don't know what to do with it now, I don't buy art books for video games. However, my only complaint would be the supporting dialogues are written in CRAZY TINY font.. would be, size 3.5 font... a font for ants, indeed. You won't lie, the main reason I bought the book was to have all the support dialogues in physical form, so I shouldn't grind into the
game or watch youtube videos that are way too slow for my reading speed. Disappointing that I can barely read supportive conversations, but generally a high quality book. ... more A great art book for a great game. About 300 pages composed of beautiful, high-quality photos, as well as a complete list of conversations of various characters. It divides so that
about the first 2/3 of the book are photos and the last 1/3 of the book is entirely character dialogue. It was great being able to see the art of a concept character and comparing them with the final images in the game, as well as seeing detailed drawings of the various weapons. A lot of effort is put into the art of fire It's a great art book for a great game. About
300 pages composed of beautiful, high-quality photos, as well as a complete list of conversations of various characters. It divides so that about the first 2/3 of the book are photos and the last 1/3 of the book is entirely character dialogue. It was great being able to see the art of a concept character and comparing them with the final images in the game, as well
as seeing detailed drawings of the various weapons. A lot of effort is put into the art Emblem fire and show. My favorite section was the fan poll. There is a section dedicated to characters who were voted favorite male, favorite female, favorite couples to marry, things of this nature. It was great getting other players and see if their relationships developed like
mine. I would recommend getting the digital version of the book if you can. After many have said, character support conversations are written in very small font, thanks to how much there is to read. Using your favorite e-reader and zoom in takes care of that. ... more It's a huge book filled with the art of production from The Emblem Fire: Awakening. If that's
what you were hoping for, you'd get it. I think the book could have used more meat on the bone. After viewing each concept sketch for each character all the way up to the final drawings, everything feels a little phoned in strange, given how big the book is. I would never give him less than three stars because it's not like he wouldn't give you what he
promises, but he feels very empty. Worth mentioning is a huge art book of production from Fire Emblem: Awakening. If that's what you were hoping for, you'd get it. I think the book could have used more meat on the bone. After viewing each concept sketch for each character all the way up to the final drawings, everything feels a little phoned in strange,
given how big the book is. I would never give him less than three stars because it's not like he wouldn't give you what he promises, but he feels very empty. It is worth mentioning that the back of the book is essentially an appendix with every possible choice of dialogue in the game, as well as a wealth of other information that die hards will appreciate. ... More
A wonderful art book that all Awakening fans should have read through at least once! Full of amazing concept models and finished illustrations, this was well worth the money I paid for it! The inclusion of all support conversations can be a little whimsical, for the text is small, and it is difficult, so find some supports from the way it is organized, but it is a good
addition, and saves me time from having to play the game millions of times to grind support! A wonderful art book that all Awakening fans should have read through at least once! Full of amazing concept models and finished illustrations, this was well worth the money I paid for it! The inclusion of all support conversations can be a little whimsical, for the text is
small, and it is difficult, so find some supports from the way it is organized, but it is a good addition, and saves me time from having to play the game millions of times to grind support! ... More Like a person who loves the Emblem Fire: Awakening, this book was a must have, and does not disappoint. While the support conversations are in a very small font, I
have nothing else to complain about. The art in this book is simply beautiful, simple like this. If you are a of Awakening, or even any other Fire Emblem game, I owe you to you to pick this up. This review was hidden because Spoilers. To view it, click here. yay I've only ever heard of Fire Emblem from the game Super Smash Bros. But the game doesn't look
interesting and of course I like the drawings of characters and art work. Superb - I love this book. It's a fascinating look into the type of work that goes into video game concepts. The depth of the game is very well represented here. FE: Awakening is one of my favorite video games and this is a great companion for the game. Superb - I love this book. It's a
fascinating look into the type of work that goes into video game concepts. The depth of the game is very well represented here. FE: Awakening is one of my favorite video games and this is a great companion for the game. ... more a good artbook, but if you are looking for too detailed things can not find here, there is concept art for the main characters,
enemies, weapons and such, but as 30% of this book contains all the dialogue possible that can be achieved with each drive, sure is interesting, but I prefer that my artbooks maintain the visual appearance. If you're not bothered by that, you'll find this book as a good addition to your collection. A good artbook, but if you are looking for too detailed things can
not find here, there is concept art for the main characters, enemies, weapons and such, but as 30% of this book contains all the possible dialogue that can be achieved with each unit, sure is interesting, but I prefer that my artbooks maintain the visual appearance. If you're not bothered by that, you'll find this book as a good addition to your collection. ... More
This card is perfect for all fans of the game. Fire Emblem: Awakening is my common-all-time favorite video game and every time I flick through this book, I remember why it is. This book is one of my greatest treasures. This card is perfect for all fans of the game. Fire Emblem: Awakening is my common-all-time favorite video game and every time I flick
through this book, I remember why it is. This book is one of my greatest treasures. ... more An absolutely gorgeous book, which just needs to be looked at and admired. Highly recommend this to anyone who likes the game or likes art and concept books. I received this advanced copy from VIZ Media via Edelweiss in exchange for my honest review. Review.
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